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THE QUALIFIED POLLUTION EXCLUSION
In 1970, ISO developed and issued a pollution exclusion now
generally known as the “qualified pollution exclusion” which ultimately
became part of the 1973 ISO CGL form.

Standard Language precluded coverage for claims:
Arising out of the discharge, dispersal, release or escape of smoke,
vapors, soot, fumes, acids, alkalis, toxic chemicals, liquids or gases, waste
materials or other irritants, contaminants or pollutants into or upon the
land, the atmosphere or any water course or body of water but this
exclusion does not apply if such discharge, dispersal, release or escape is
sudden and accidental.
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THE QUALIFIED POLLUTION EXCLUSION
•What does “sudden and accidental” mean?
• The term is undefined

•This inquiry became the focus of considerable coverage litigation
across the country
• Insurer view: abrupt/temporal view toward “sudden”, unintended “bad
consequences” from a discharge does not mean “accidental”
• Policyholder view: unintentionally caused pollution should be covered, contra
proferentem
• Courts were divided equally in interpreting this exclusion in favor of
policyholders and insurers
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THE ABSOLUTE POLLUTION EXCLUSION
Reacting to the mass litigation arising from the meaning of “sudden and
accidental,” the insurance industry replaced the qualified pollution exclusion with
an “absolute” pollution exclusion that became part of the 1986 CGL form at
exclusion f.
The first part of the exclusion precludes coverage for “bodily injury” or
“property damage” claims:
Arising out of the actual, alleged, or threatened discharge, dispersal, seepage,
migration, release or escape of “pollutants.”
In the following conditions:
• At or from premises the insured owns, rents or occupies
• At or from any site or location used by the insured or others for handling, storing, disposing, processing
or treating waste
• Pollutants that are at any time transported, handled, stored, treated, disposed of or processed as
waste by insured or someone for whom insured has liability
• At or from a site or location on which the insured or its contractors are performing operations, if
pollutants are brought onto the site for such operations
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THE ABSOLUTE POLLUTION EXCLUSION
The second part of the exclusion precludes coverage for:
Loss, cost or expense arising out of any governmental direction or
request to test for, monitor, clean up, remove, contain, treat, detoxify or
neutralize pollutants.

“Pollutant” is defined as:

Any solid, liquid, gaseous or thermal irritant or contaminant, including
smoke, vapor, soot, fumes, acids, alkalis, chemicals and waste. Waste
includes materials to be recycled, conditioned or reclaimed.
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THE TOTAL POLLUTION EXCLUSION
In the late nineties, insurers offered an endorsement even broader
in scope than the absolute pollution exclusion.
This insurance does not apply to:
f. Pollution
1)

“Bodily injury” or “property damage” which would not have occurred in whole
or part but for the actual, alleged or threatened discharge, dispersal,
seepage, migration, release or escape of “pollutants” at any time.

2)

Any loss, cost or expense arising out of any:

(a) Request, demand order or statutory or regulatory requirement that any
insured or others test for, monitor, clean up, remove, contain, treat, detoxify
or neutralize, or in any way respond to, or assess the effect of “pollutants” or
(b) Claim or suit by or on behalf of a governmental authority for damages
because of testing for, monitoring, cleaning up, removing, containing,
treating, detoxifying or neutralizing, or in any way responding to, or
assessing the effect of, “pollutants.”
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THE ABSOLUTE & TOTAL POLLUTION
EXCLUSION
•Intended to end the split in authority between jurisdictions
interpreting the qualified pollution exclusion by removing the
“sudden and accidental” exception, but ISO was unsuccessful –
the pollution exclusion has continued to be heavily litigated.
•While all courts consistently apply the pollution exclusion to bar
coverage for suits against a policyholder involving traditional
“smokestack” or “dumping” pollution, courts are still divided
over whether the exclusion apply to any hazardous substance.
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THE ABSOLUTE & TOTAL POLLUTION
EXCLUSION
• Insurer view: Literal read of the text of the exclusion
• Policyholder view: Functional focus on the goal of the exclusion
• Courts tend to be equally divided on this topic with
jurisdictions varying wildly in broad application in some states
and narrow application in others
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SPEAKER:

Pamela D. Hans, Esq.
Senior Shareholder and
Managing Partner (Philadelphia)
Anderson Kill P.C.
(267) 216-2720
phans@andersonkill.com

Ms. Hans is the managing shareholder of the firm's Philadelphia
office. Her practice concentrates in the area of insurance coverage
exclusively on behalf of policyholders. Ms. Hans has been named to
the 2019 Best Lawyers® list, recognized by The Legal 500, and
tapped by Law360 as a Legal Lion for a $58M Appeals Court Win for
TransCanada Energy. Since 2017, The Legal 500 US has
recommended her for Insurance - advice to policyholders, and in
2017, Chambers USA named Ms. Hans a "Recognized Practitioner"
for Insurance Law in Pennsylvania. In 2014, she was identified by
Law360 as a Female Powerbroker.
Ms. Hans's clients include Fortune 500 Companies, energy and
mining companies, construction companies, private schools,
religious organizations, commercial lenders, and other
policyholders whom she has represented in disputes with their
insurance companies.
Ms. Hans was a law clerk to the Honorable Judge Donald F.
Campbell in the Superior Court of New Jersey, Ocean County.
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CGL POLLUTION EXCLUSION
➢ Scottsdale v. Universal Crop, 620 F.3d 926 (8th Cir. (Minn.)
2010)
•
•
•

•

PD to claimants’ cotton crop when insured’s herbicide migrated to
claimants’ property;
Allegation that dried-up herbicide became airborne, landing on
cotton plants and prevented photosynthesis
“Relofting” theory of liability did not alter court’s conclusion that
pollution exclusion barred coverage – damage to cotton was still
caused by migration of chemicals, even though damage was not
necessarily
related to “polluting” aspect of those chemicals
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CGL POLLUTION EXCLUSION
➢ Hussey Copper v. Arrowood Ind., 2010 WL 3297246 (3d Cir.
(Pa.))
•

Deteriorated copper roof paneling results in copper runoff
into retention pond; insured required by EPA to clean up

•

Fact that claim involves product liability doesn’t take it
outside the exclusion

•

Court didn’t buy regulatory estoppel argument
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CGL POLLUTION EXCLUSION
➢ PBM Nutritionals v. Lexington, 724 S.E.2d 708 (Va. 2012)
•

Actually first-party coverage case, but notable because it
involves contamination of baby formula during
manufacturing

•

Despite non-environmental nature of damage, exclusion for
loss caused by release, discharge, escape or dispersal of
contaminants or pollutants barred coverage
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BARNEY GREENGRASS, INC. V. LUMBERMENS MUT.
CAS. CO., 2010 U.S. DIST. LEXIS 76781 (S.D.N.Y. 2010)
•
•
•

Claimant alleged overpowering food odors and smoke
emanating from deli rendered living space unusable
SDNY found smoke probably was a pollutant
However, applying exclusion to restaurant odors violated
reasonable expectations of a businessperson, who
understands exclusion to apply to environmental harms
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MERIDIAN MUT. INS. CO. V. KELLMAN,
197 F.3D 1178 (6TH. CIR. 1999)
•
•
•

Teacher sued contractor for alleged injuries from
exposure to sealant fumes
6th Circuit held absolute pollution exclusion did not bar
injuries from toxic substances confined to general area of
intended use
“No reasonable person could find” exclusion
unambiguously applied to employee’s injuries when
legitimately within vicinity of chemicals
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IN RE IDLEAIRE TECH. CORP., 2009 BANKR.
LEXIS 343 (D. DEL. BANKR. 2009)
•

Truck drivers inhaled carbon monoxide while using
HVAC systems at a rest stop

•

Reasonable expectation of coverage b/c:
̶ Insurance industry represented to regulators that exclusion
applied only to traditional pollution;
̶ Insured was not a “polluter,” but HVAC producer

•

Applying exclusion would “lead to an absurd result”
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BELT PAINTING CORP. V. TIG INS. CO.,
795 N.E.2D 15 (N.Y. 2003)
•

Worker inhaled paint or solvent fumes

•

NY Court of Appeals found exclusion ambiguous

•

Exclusion did not unambiguously apply to ordinary paint
or solvent fumes that injured a bystander

•

“Reluctant to ... infinitely enlarge the scope of the term
‘pollutants’”
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QUESTIONS?
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THANK YOU.

Pamela D. Hans, Esq.
Senior Shareholder and
Managing Partner
(Philadelphia)
Anderson Kill P.C
(267) 216-2720
phans@andersonkill.com

Ms. Hans is the managing shareholder of the firm's Philadelphia
office. Her practice concentrates in the area of insurance coverage
exclusively on behalf of policyholders. Ms. Hans has been named to the
2019 Best Lawyers® list, recognized by The Legal 500, and tapped by
Law360 as a Legal Lion for a $58M Appeals Court Win for TransCanada
Energy. Since 2017, The Legal 500 US has recommended her for
Insurance - advice to policyholders, and in 2017, Chambers USA named
Ms. Hans a "Recognized Practitioner" for Insurance Law in
Pennsylvania. In 2014, she was identified by Law360 as a Female
Powerbroker.
Ms. Hans's clients include Fortune 500 Companies, energy and mining
companies, construction companies, private schools, religious
organizations, commercial lenders, and other policyholders whom she
has represented in disputes with their insurance companies.
Ms. Hans was a law clerk to the Honorable Judge Donald F. Campbell in
the Superior Court of New Jersey, Ocean County.
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StarNet Insurance Co. v. RiceTec Inc.,
No. 01-18-00536-CV, 2019 WL 4019688 (Tex. Ct. App. August 27, 2019)



Rice seed producer and its crop duster sued for alleged negligent
application of herbicide causing damage to a neighbor’s crops.



Rice seed producer then filed suit against its CGL insurer for
breach of contract for filing to defend it in the neighbor’s
underlying negligence suit.



Court of Appeals of Texas held that claims against insured fell
within policy’s pollution exclusion.



Rice seed producer recently filed a petition for review to the
Texas Supreme Court claiming that the pollution exclusion is not
applicable when the pesticides were mistakenly applied.
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R.T. Vanderbilt Co. v. Hartford
Accident and Indemnity Co.,
333 Conn. 343 (October 8, 2019)



Producer of industrial talc filed declaratory judgment action
against its CGL insurers seeking declaration that insurers had to
defend and indemnify it in thousands of underlying suits arising
from asbestos-related injuries allegedly caused by exposure to talc.



Connecticut Supreme Court adopted the appellate panel’s decision
(on a matter of first impression for the state) that pollution
exclusions do not bar coverage for the underlying asbestos injuries.



Various pollution exclusions (including qualified, absolute, and total
over the lengthy coverage period) apply only to traditional
environmental pollution.



“It is clear … that at that time in our nation’s history the principal
connotation of the terms ‘pollutant’ and ‘pollution’ was with
reference to contamination of the natural environment by
industrial and other hazardous wastes.”
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Varlen Corp. v. Liberty Mutual Ins.,
924 F.3d 456 (7th Cir. May 16, 2019)



Rail supply company was obligated to remediate significant
amounts of groundwater contamination due to its operations.



Rail supply company sought indemnification from its insurer, but
insurer denied coverage based upon the qualified pollution
exclusion.



Rail supply company then filed suit against its insurer claiming that
the insurer was obligated to cover leaks or discharges that were
“sudden and accidental” and, lacking direct evidence of how the
damage occurred, proffered expert testimony of a geologist in
support of the “sudden and accidental” theory.



The appellate court affirmed the trial court’s ruling that the rail
supply company could not present the geologist’s conclusion and,
without the testimony the pollution exclusion applied to bar
coverage.
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Restaurant Recycling, LLC v.
Employers Mutual Cas. Co.,
922 F.3d 414 (8th Cir. April 29, 2019)


Customer filed suit against a recycled fat processor over
shipments of pig feed ingredients allegedly tainted by
chemical agent lasalocid and lascadoil, a lasalocid
byproduct only approved for use as biofuel.



Recycled fat processor brought declaratory judgment
action against CGL insurer claiming that the total
pollution exclusion did not relieve insurer of the duty to
defend and indemnify.



The Eighth Circuit agreed with the district court’s ruling
that both lasalocid and lascadoil were pollutants and, as
such, the total pollution exclusion barred coverage.
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Evanston Insurance Co. v. Xytex
Tissue Services, LLC,
378 F. Supp.3d 1267 (S.D. Georgia March 27, 2019)


Burglar alarm was tripped at a sperm bank due fog created
by faulty venting of liquid nitrogen used for refrigeration.
Police officer responding to tripped alarm was overcome by
lack of oxygen and died.



Insurance company filed suit against sperm bank and the
estate of the police officer claiming it had no duty to
defend the sperm bank because nitrogen fell within both
the definition of “pollutant” under the policies’ absolute
pollution exclusion.



District court held that factual issues precluded summary
judgment in favor of the insurer because insurer and sperm
bank each provided equally plausible arguments that
nitrogen is and is not a “pollutant.”



This matter is currently on appeal to the Eleventh Circuit.
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